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Talk is cheap, gos

Umbilical
● Shyama Sasidharan.
■ After a year of lockdowns, the team at
Sangam were keen to showcase some new
works created by South Asian classical-contemporary performers.
To this end their sponsors including MAV
with guidance by BlakDance allowed them
to stage an exciting and varied program at
Dancehouse. The artists were mentored by
Priyadarsini Govind, Mavin Khoo and Dr
Chandrabhanu.
Program One began with a video performance by Philadelphia based artist Kasi
Aysola’s work, Eyes. The rhythmic music and
dance movement explored varied perspectives of the God who falls from grace, but
needed more to complete the narrative.
The second piece was a duet by Shyama
Sasidharan and Divya Shreejit Kumar, entitled Melbourne Rasa. This piece focused
on the struggle both politically and emotionally to belong as a migrant. This was particularly well acted showing the cultural bubbles
people enter to protect their family.
Lastly, Rukshikaa Elankumaran’s solo
piece Amma: The Loss of our Motherland
showcased her strong dance style and brilliant story-telling. This work was based on
the Tamil Eelam liberation struggles in Sri
Lanka and explored the emotions felt after
fleeing the genocide.
Program Two began with Sooraj
Subramaniam’s video work, Nimbus. This
contemporary solo piece was mesmerising
with the fluidity of his arm, hand and body
movements simulating the formations of nimbus clouds. Exceptional videography, lighting and costuming enhanced this work.
Shriraam Theivendran’s solo work, Sacred Sensuality, was a little long but his storytelling was compelling. The live musicians
and vocalists enhanced the ritualistic movements. Shriraam’s sense of syncopated
rhythm was outstanding, as was his physical
strength.
The final performer was Raina Peterson
presenting Maya. This experimental work explored Hindu conceptions of the self, and the
distribution of the elixir of life. While showing emotion and lustful exuberance, the work
generally lacked energy and movement.
The programs were enhanced by the lighting design of Jack Wilkinson and sound engineer, Nishta Kumar.
For more information about Sangam go to
sangam.com.au
- Review by Lyn Hurst

■ Comedy duo The Umbilical Brothers present
their new show The Distraction from March
25-April 18 at Fairfax Studio, Arts Centre
Melbourne.
This time the Umbilicals merge comedy and
physical live stage performance with cinema
and the big screen in their new show .
Shane Dundas of the Umbilicals notes,
"David and I have always imagined movie-like
visuals when creating and performing. This time
you get to see what we're imagining, right there
on screen in real time. We'll be wrestling with
live special effects. It's going to be pretty freaky."
The Umbilical Brothers have performed in
40 countries and Awards include a Helpmann
for Comedy Performance of the Year, the
Edinburgh Critics' Choice Award and a couple
of BAFTAs. Younger fans know them from The
Upside Down Show which they created with
Sesame Workshop, winning an Emmy and a
Logie.
Performance Details: March 25 - April 18 at
7pm (Sunday at 6pm) No show Mondays
Tickets and Details: umbilicalbrothers.com

Dumtectives in

■ Dummies Corp presents a new circus comedy for adults titled Dumtectives in Cirque Noir
from April 6-18 at The Famous Spiegeltent, Arts
Centre, Melbourne as part of the Melbourne
International Comedy Festival.
In Dumtectives in Cirque Noir, circus is laced
into the genre of Film Noir, and the show is said
to take noir’s murder mystery tradition, flipping
it on its head with a "slapstick kick".
Set in a by-gone era of cheap dames and
dirty dicks, Dumtectives in Cirque Noir is promoted as having "all the 1940s whodunnit cheek
of Who Framed Roger Rabbit? with an MA15+
rating."
Starring Amy Nightingale-Olsen, Thomas
McDonald and Leigh Rhodes, the Dumtectives
are on a mission: uncover the murderer, navigate the seductions of a (marionette) femme
fatale, and avoid bitter betrayal.
Outright chaos ensues, with aerial adventures, knife juggling, car chases and even interrogations of suspicious looking audience members.
The show is co-directed by Dummies Corp
founder Jamie Bretman and seven-time Green
Room nominee Clare Bartholomew.
“We’ve had such a scandalous amount of
fun dreaming this show up", says Jamie. "The
Spiegeltent embodies everything that is Cirque
Noir, while still giving us the space to surprise."
Dummies Corp have enjoyed worldwide success with sell out seasons at Edinburgh Fringe
Festival’s Underbelly, as well as touring USA,
Hong Kong, South Korea, China, Ireland and

